Celebrate the Online Release of the
Major New Work by Bob Avakian!
In summer 2015, Bob Avakian, Chairman of the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA, gave a
presentation to a gathering of some members and supporters of the RCP, including some people in the
Revolution Clubs. The text of that presentation is now available online at www.revcom.us—
THE SCIENCE, THE STRATEGY, THE LEADERSHIP FOR AN ACTUAL REVOLUTION, AND A
RADICALLY NEW SOCIETY ON THE ROAD TO REAL EMANCIPATION.
As we say on this site:
Because of Bob Avakian and the work he has done over several decades, summing up the positive
and negative experience of the communist revolution so far, and drawing from a broad range of
human experience, there is a new synthesis of communism that has been brought forward—there
really is a viable vision and strategy for a radically new, and much better, society and world, and
there is the crucial leadership that is needed to carry forward the struggle toward that goal.
This new work—and the new synthesis of communism brought forward by BA overall—is crucial to human
emancipation. The title gives a sense of its range and sweep. This work is for everyone who has big
questions about the way the world is now and whether there can be a radically new, much better, world...
whose heart aches at the violence and degradation women suffer everywhere, the wanton police murders of
Black and Brown people, the suffering of millions of refugees driven from their homes, and all the other
horrors...who is part of, or just getting into, the movement for revolution.
The release of this major work is a cause for celebration! We call on people everywhere to hold
celebrations—at book stores, on campuses, in the neighborhoods—to welcome this latest major addition
to the pathbreaking body of work from Bob Avakian.

Select readings from BA's pathbreaking new work.
Come Celebrate and Talk. Refreshments.

